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Aﬃnity Publisher
by L. Davenport

Affinity Publisher is a desktop publishing program from Seirf (Europe), Ltd., makers of Affinity Photo and Affinity Design. Affinity Publisher lets
you create, publish and share electronic or print-ready documents and publications.
The Interface
Affinity Publisher defaults to the typical dark look but can be changed to a lighter look. It has tools along the left side of the window and parameter
options on the right side.
At the top of the window is a Context toolbar that updates to show the options available for the currently selected tool, making it quick and easy to
access the settings as you design.

Figure 1. I was able to easily replicate our Silicon Summit newsletter in Aﬃnity Publisher.
Affinity Publisher defaults to the Normal (single window) mode. This means that all panels will be docked together. In the optional Separated
mode, the panels (or panel groups) and toolbars are floating, and each open document has its own view (although you can still create groups). This
means that you can be working on several documents at a time, each having their own full screen desktop!
StudioLink / Personas
If you also own Affinity Photo and Affinity Design, Affinity Publisher’s StudioLink option lets you seamlessly move between these programs (Personas). So while working in Affinity Publisher, you can click a button and then have Affinity Designer’s vector drawing features and tools at your
disposal. Likewise with a single click you can have access to Affinity’s Photo’s photo editing features and tools (to tweak an image, etc.). FYI: this isn’t
an app switcher, this brings up the other application’s tools right inside Affinity Publisher. Very convenient.
Tools
Affinity Publisher’s tools care grouped into three categories:

• Layout tools: Pen, Fill, Move,
Picture frame, Transparency, Vector crop, etc.
• Text Tools: Artistic text, Frame
Text, Table, and tools.
• Shape tools: This has a wide
range of shapes for you to choose
from - everything from rectangles
to hearts.
Layer Effects
Layer effects can be applied to
either selected objects or the entire
layer to add more creativity to your
design. Some of the effects consist of:
Bevel/Emboss, 3D effect, Inner and
Outer glow, Inner and Outer Shadow, Gradient and Color overlays,
Gaussian Blur, and Outline.
Figure 2. Aﬃnity Publisher supports Master Pages for either single or two page spreads.
Master pages
Any desktop publishing program
worth its salt gives you the option to have Master Pages. Master Pages can be a single page or two-page spread. They are handy if you have logos,
backgrounds, picture or text frames, etc. that you want to appear on more than one page. For example, look at the top of this page, you will see a
blue rectangle that contains the name of this newsletter along with the page number. That is from a Master Page. Any time I want to add a new page

Figure 3. Aﬃnity Publisher’s Baseline Grids helps you align text for the whole document or just for individual text frames.

to this newsletter, I simply add this Master
Page to the newsletter. In fact this is only
one of the Master pages that I use in this
newsletter.
If you look closely to the left side of Figure 2), you will see eight Master Page
thumbnails - each has place holders for
graphics already set up. You can also see
that the page to the right of the thumbnails
was created using one of these Master pages
(column 1 - 2nd row).
Baseline grids
There is a Baseline Grid option that
provides you with a series of equally-spaced
horizontal guides that make it easy to perfectly cross-align body copy between
frames and columns across your whole
document (Figure 3).
A baseline grid can be applied to the
entire document or individual text frames
within it, and will it align baselines across
linked or completely separate text frames.
Text wrapping
There will be times when you want to
add images to your document. When you
do, they will most-likely overlap your text making it very difficult to read the text
underneath it. But with Text Wrapping,
you can have the text wrap around your
image in various ways, e.g. have it tightly
wrap around the inside or outside of the
image, have the text wrap around a rec- Figure 4. The Guides Manager lets you set the non-printing guide lines using units
tangle which surrounds the image, have or percentages. The included Column Guides settings lets specify the number of
text only appear above and below the im- evenly spaced columns and rows - whether horizontally or vertically.
age, etc.
Adjustments
There are 22 different “Adjustments” that can be applied to your design as a new layer for creative or corrective purposes. Adjustment layers only
effect objects in the layer which are below them. You can also make an adjustment a “child” of an object, so it would only effect that object.
The adjustments are:
Black and White
HSL
Posterize
Threshold
Brightness and Contrast
Invert Color Balance
Recolor (Figure 5)
Vibrance
Channel Mixer
Lens Filter
Selective Color
White Balance
Curves
Levels
Shadows/Highlights
Exposure
LUT
Soft Proof
Gradient Map
OCIO (OpenColorIO)
Split Toning
Pinned (anchored) objects
Shapes, images, tables or other text frames can either float alongside in relation to a pinned position in your text (or other page element) or be
placed inline in your text. In either instance, objects can then move with the text as you add further text content or move the text frame itself.

Text can wrap around floating pinned objects that
overlap the text frame. Whereas the inline anchored objects do not allow text wrapping.
Indexes
Indexes are invaluable for lengthy documents. Simply
put, you mark a word or series of words to be put in the
Index. Then at a later date, you can go to the Index, look
for that word, and be given the page number that it resides on. It is a great timesaver for finding needed information. Affinity Publisher’s Indexes also supports Sub
Topics and Cross References.
Table Of Contents
In addition to Indexes, you can also add one or more
Table of Contents. A Table Of Contents searches your
document for text in specified text styles (typically headings) and reproduces that text in a list with page numbers.
Drop Caps
You can spruce up the look of your document by
adding a Drop Cap to the first character(s) of a paragraph
(Figure 7). The Drop Cap options give you complete
control of the Drop Cap:
• Height in lines: Specify the height of the Drop Cap in
lines.
• Characters: Specify the number of characters to be
dropped.
• Distance to text: You can specify how close the Drop
Cap and the rest of the text should be. This value can
even be a negative number to allow the text to be closer
to the Drop Cap.
• Align left edge: This ensures that the Drop Cap is aligned to the left-hand edge of the column.
• Scale for descenders: This ensures that the size of any Drop Cap containing descenders is automatically adjusted so it matches the alignment of
other dropped caps.
Supported File Formats
Open:
Aﬃnity Photo
Aﬃnity Designer
PDF
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe InDesign (IDML only)

Place:
Aﬃnity Photo & Designer
PDF
Adobe Illustrator & Photoshop
Text Files (DOCX & RTF)
Spreadsheets: Excel, Numbers, LibreOﬃce
PNG, JPG, TIFF, SVG images
Adobe InDesign (IDML only)

Export
PDF
Adobe Photoshop
JPEG, PDF, SVG, PSD, PNG
TIFF, GIF, & EPS formats

Guides Manager
I find non-printing guide lines very helpful when I am creating documents. They assist me in the positioning of text boxes, etc.
Affinity Publisher lets you “eyeball” the positioning of the guide lines, e.g. you drag a line out from the horizontal or vertical rulers and place it
where you want it. In fact, that’s exactly what I did when I replicated my newsletter format in one of my tests of Affinity Publisher. At that time I
hadn’t discovered Affinity Publisher’s Guides Manager (Figure 4).
The Guides Manager lets you set the guide lines (on either the Master Pages or on an individual page) using units or percentages. There is even a
setting for Column Guides where you can specify the number of evenly spaced columns and rows - whether horizontally or vertically.

Over Printing
The average user probably doesn’t know of or
have used Over Printing. But Professionals
probably do know what it is and is for. Basically
Over Printing means that you can print one
ink color on top of another. Affinity Publisher
offers this professional printing feature.
Sidecar
If you have a Mac running Mac OS 10.15
and an iPad running iPadOS 13, you can extend or mirror your desktop onto your iPad’s
display. This way you can use your iPad and
your Apple Pencil to edit documents in your
Affinity Mac apps.
Undo History
Affinity Publisher can undo/redo over 8,000
History steps! It can Save the History so you Figure 6. You can add tables to your documents.
can undo steps later even on different computers. It can Undo actions performed in other Affinity suite apps and
there is also an AutoSave feature that protects against unexpected
shutdowns.
Learning Made Easy
Access over 50 categorized video tutorials - every one shot in 4k!
There is also a comprehensive in-app product Help.
Testing
The first test I ever do when I am reviewing a desktop publishing
program is to recreate the template for our newsletter. As you can see I was successful (Figure 1). You can’t tell my Pages version from the
Affinity Publisher version. It did take a little time to get accustomed to
where each feature that I needed was located, but after a while I was
placing content where I wanted etc.

Figure 7. The Drop Caps feature lets you set the number of
lines the cap drops, the spacing between the drop cap and
the rest of the text, the number of characters to drop, etc.

Final words
This review covered only a few of the options that you can find in
Affinity Publisher. Space limitations in this newsletter prevent me from delving further into the program. If you are interested, I suggest that you go
to the Affinity Publisher web site to see Affinity Publisher’s full feature list.

The Skinny
Evaluation: The average person will be able to do basic things out of the box, but the special effects do need some research in the help file. It took
me forever to figure out where the shadow controls were. But with some patience and reading through the manual and watching the Video tutorials,
you can be up and running in no time. Affinity Publisher is a powerful desktop publishing program. I own its sister programs: Affinity Designer and
Affinity Photo, so Affinity Publisher has even more capabilities for me. Affinity Publisher comes with a lot of tools and options that will fill the needs
of most people. I suggest that you take it for a test-run to see if it suits your needs.
Requirements: macOS 10.9 - 10.15, Intel processor Duo or better, 4GB RAM, 1.4GB of available hard drive space (more during installation, 1280
x 768 display or better.
Company: Serif (Europe) Ltd.
Price: $49.99 (No Subscription required!) - Available also from the Mac App store for the same price.
Available Demo Copy (at the bottom of the web page)

